



Looking back over all these photographs after a number of years, something that is particularly noticeable is the concentration on things which are on the brink of no longer existing, or which already no longer exist. Often the subject is in the business of disappearing before the photographer’s eyes – as in Donovan Wylie’s photographs of the Maze, and of British Army watchtowers, and also, sometimes inadvertently, in various artists’ images of Belfast itself (most obviously in Eoghan McTigue’s photographs of overpainted murals). Even browsing again through the project that I initiated myself, Archive: Lisburn Road, one finds many images of shops and businesses that no longer exist; no amount of Northern Irish WAGs were able to save them from the recession.​[1]​

Clearly, the reason for this focus on the transient is that during the period when all these photographs were made, the whole of Northern Ireland was experiencing massive and very rapid transformations. These transformations are still very much in progress and their outcome is far from apparent. Seeking to understand some of them, artists lit, as they must, upon visual evidence, upon the representable, in the hope that the visible (which is to say, the superficial) was still somehow a metonym for the totality of relations (especially if ‘the visible’ happened to be in the process of becoming invisible). 

They faced further problems. The mutation of the political in the North (which led to the removal of some of the more easily represented visual signs of the conflict) coincided with the tail-end of a more widespread movement in photography, whereby the veracity (and even the usefulness) of the documentary image was questioned, and then found never to have existed in the first place. Henceforth, the photographer had to proceed in a more crablike manoeuvre toward their subject, as if by indirection they might, finally, be able to find direction out.​[2]​ This was never, then, a question simply of ‘documenting’ transitions, since, it was argued, that which could be shown (whether ‘before’ or ‘after’) could not be presumed ever to have had any reliable or stable meaning, and was in fact itself always already in transition between multiple intangible and unrepresentable meanings. 

These are complicated and abstruse matters, and if we want to understand the significance, at this time and in this place, of a concentration on the imminently or recently extinct, we need a little further context. It might be useful to consider further the world into which we entered when the Good Friday Agreement was signed in 1998.

Supposedly the greatest boon of the Agreement, to the point that it’s banal even to restate it, was that it enabled a move away from the exclusively violent expression of ideological differences. In fact, the post-Agreement dispensation has been marked less by a miraculous transmogrification of armed conflict into constructive political contest, and more by a complete displacement of the ideological – of ‘the political’ – by technocratic managerialism. One could argue that this is nothing new: during the years of direct rule, civil servants at the Northern Ireland Office routinely took most of the decisions regarding the provision of day-to-day services; citizens, disenfranchised from the mainstream political system, had no effective means of changing this. In the current post-political ‘administration’ we have a new tier of directly-elected representatives, responsible for local affairs; but state bureaucrats continue to be privileged, unaccountable arbiters, taking decisions (and devising criteria by which to evaluate those decisions) that, for the most part, operate purely for the convenience of private commerce. 

Political descision-making in the Assembly, meanwhile, is ‘managed’ according to the power-sharing principles of the Executive, which, with their requirement for majority cross-community support for all measures, prevent the operation of ‘democratic’ politics as conventionally understood. The system is competitive along the old sectarian lines (each party still boasts of serving ‘their’ people), but it is also collaborative in the worst way, with the major parties maintaining their consensus, keeping the show on the road at all costs.​[3]​ Crucially, all parties accept that a neoliberal market economy is the only way to deliver social change in our ‘post-conflict’ society; and so, since 1998, the new Northern Ireland has been undergoing something like the ‘shock’ capitalism foisted on the former communist states. The fact that it continues to be characterised as an inefficient, outdated economy, with a bloated public sector, only emphasises how anxious the parties are to deregulate and privatise. Public politics, meanwhile, whether understood in right/left or orange/green terms, is now entirely sublimated, performed in sanitised sectarian cultural pageants, evacuated of whatever significance they may once have had. The Agreement prescribes parallel symbols and cultures and ‘traditions’, but closes down potential areas of ‘common’ good, any space for a shared public. Who could have guessed, at the height of the conflict, that this neoliberal technocracy, bestowing ‘parity of esteem’ on mutually incompatible sectarianisms, was the answer to all of our problems? 

So it’s not only political violence, but the whole realm of the political itself – which we can think of as the sphere of struggle for control of the institutions of public life – that has diminished in Northern Ireland in the years since the Agreement.  Getting back to our artists, we can see why there might have been some difficulty working out how to ‘represent’ this peculiar absence of politics in a place that, until so recently, had such an efflorescence of the very visibly political. Looking for something that could, in its ineffability, somehow explore both the changes afoot in the North and the problematic, difficult nature of all representation, artists discovered that ‘disappearance’ was something they could do quite well. 

One can argue that these images, in their concentration on that which is no longer, found a subtle way to express the twin disingenuities that I’ve described. And clearly there is more than a casual link between ‘politics’ (at the broadest level) and ‘representation’ (at the broadest level). Some of the images can certainly be read as acerbic comments on the social and political contexts from which they’re drawn. A couple of examples from Claudio Hils’s book Archive Belfast illustrate the point well. 

[Hils, p. 61 – PSNI Photography Branch: Stairwell with photographs]

An image of a stairwell in the photography branch of the Police Service of Northern Ireland shows three photographs mounted on the wall, in a characterless, confined space. A red handrail snakes across one corner of the picture; the only other things visible are a grey radiator, a piece of carpet, and the edge of a fluorescent light above. The most obvious feature of this image is its self-referentiality: a photograph of photographs, where those photographs become the subject, the ‘figures’ against an anonymous institutional ‘ground’. 

But the contents of these photographed photographs are striking too. Two of them are perhaps the kind of images one might expect to see in this setting: scenes of the aftermath of bombs – firemen amongst twisted debris, a sizeable hole in the surface of a city street. They seem well taken but clearly their primary role is as evidence – an official description of ‘what was there’. The third photograph, however, hung perpendicular to the other two, is entirely out of place. It could easily be an advertising shot, or an image of the Glens of Antrim taken for a tourist brochure: a waterfall in the background, a stream coursing over smooth stones, a wooded glade. What is this place? What is its relation to the other two places? Could they really, somehow, all be images of the same place? At what stage did the police begin to diversify into this type of picturesque landscape photography? What can be read across these three images? Is the arrangement of the images in space significant? 

Perhaps we could analyse more rigorously what we see: reading from the left, there are men, in protective clothing, but they are lost in a picture plane that has been rendered impenetrable by the unreadable mass of wreckage in the foreground; in the next image, a hole – a void – opens up and the men cannot even be seen any longer – have they already been swallowed up? Holes obviously have the connotation of that which is unknowable, that which may be dangerous to penetrate; and they are linked, of course, to sexual neurosis, to the fear of an all-consuming orifice that will entirely smother the unwitting hero. We seem to have reached a very dangerous point indeed. But the tension is broken – the wall turns through ninety degrees and we are confronted with a totally changed scene, one in which the elements are in harmony; even though the image is still bereft of any inhabitants there is the suggestion that it is fit for them – they may even be about to arrive. In fact, perhaps the image is there for us; it is, after all, a scene from our very own landscape, a place into which we can enter if only we can make ourselves properly ready. Yes, perhaps, with enough political maturity, and with the help of our beneficent public institutions and their officers (in their protective armour), we can become fit to enter this scene that is promised to us – to turn that corner and to mount the steps to the New Northern Ireland that has been promised…

[p. 13 – Photostudio backdrop]

Another image from the same series prompts a similar initial uneasiness. This image is also about what we cannot see, for it shows a graduated photographic background with no subject in front of it. An essay in the book supposes that this is the background against which suspects might have their mugshots taken, but this is not its purpose (suspected criminals are not treated to a studio portrait during their incarceration). It seems more likely it’s a backdrop against which exhibits of evidence from a crime scene can be photographed in detail. Here we have more self-referentiality, with a different twist – the unfinished photograph, rather than the overactive one. But the smooth graduation of the grey background, with its infinite shades, is another sort of idealised space, almost literally a ‘blank canvas’; and so, once again, a space into which we can project our dreams and hopes for the world after the Agreement.

But in truth this act of projecting into the blankness of the future is associated more with fear than hope; and in many of these images a melancholic, pathetic or even nostalgic air undercuts any serious desire to ‘be’ in whatever future we are to create. The nostalgia is not simply for a more easily read (and represented) political circumstance, but for the act of representation itself. The camera, disempowered of its only desire, which is compulsively to make images that can stand in for ‘truth’, is turned in on itself in many of these photographs, particularly in the most formalist arrangements: it is its own, and only, subject. In all the vaguely neurotic sorting and ordering of fundamentally disordered spaces that we see in these photographs, in this pained coming to terms with ‘unrepresentability’ in the wake of a conflict that was marked by visual excess, we find a neat analogy for our own political disempowerment: our willed subjugation, our surrender, to bureaucratic ‘administration’. In each case, we can ask whether we cannot now find some grounds for a return, however qualified by caveats and disclaimers, of something material: something representable. Something political.

It is not, however, with one of these highly stylised arrangements that I’ll conclude, but with a photograph from Kai-Olof Hesse’s Topography of the Titanic. 

[Hesse – ‘Underpass off Corporation Street’ – motorway stanchion / graffiti of door, no. 13]





^1	  The Northern Irish WAGs (wives and girlfriends of the North’s sportsmen) were first intensively studied as a group in a programme made for BBC One Northern Ireland in 2008; the area photographed in Archive: Lisburn Road was their own special territory. The very fact that they were deemed to exist at all seemed to offer some kind of comment on the nature of normalisation in a post-conflict society.
^2	  One contemporary photographer in Belfast seems to be acknowledging this literally by taking all his photographs through a homemade periscope.
^3	  Witness Sinn Féin’s willingness to subjugate their own political advantage in the scandal surrounding Peter and Iris Robinson, for the sake of keeping the devolved institutions in place. Whilst they were able to press for more rapid devolution of policing and justice than would otherwise have been the case, at no point was there a danger that they would collapse the Executive by withdrawing support. Despite protestations to the contrary, this approach has been adopted by all the parties, including those within the DUP who might have preferred to mount a coup.
